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ABSTRACT 

We r-e com me nd in this report the basic svs tc m of computers which NAT, should 

purchase for use with on-line experiments in Area 2. 

Because computer technology is changing rapidly, thc 1970 summer-study group 

concerned with on-line computer- facilities decided to confine its attention to that e qu ip> 

ment which will be needed to adequately run experiments in Area Z at the time the 

accelerator comes into operation. On reviewing the p r-opo sal s for counter and spark

chamber experiments, we found rather remarkable uniformity' i n the cornpute r needs 

of the various groups, although details of how to accomplish the t a sk vn r ied som cwh at. 

Essentially every proposal for Area-2 beams requested an on-line computer, \\'e 
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believe the recommendations that we are making are the refore valid, independent of 

which experiments are eventually approved to run. 

We have assumed that Area 2 will have four operating beams for counter experi

ments. One should assume that these will contain experiments which are running a 

large fraction of the time, and the experiments which follow these in the beam will 

take the remaining computer time debugging and pretesting programs. Some amount 

of time might be available for rerunning data tapes taken previously. However, this 

would be incidental to the operation, and we would expect most groups would want to 

take their data to their home institutions if extensive reprocessing is needed. 

Four possible configurations were considered. These were costed by Al Brenner 

on the basis of DEC equipment since price lists were available and many members of 

the group were familiar with the equipment. The configurations and their costs were 

1. 4X PDP-15 stand-alone systems $512K-$567K 

2. 4X PDP-15 hooked to 1 PDP10I $1.2M - 104M 

3. 4X PDP-10 stand-alone systems $1.35M - 1.84M 

4. 4X PDP-15 hooked to a large computer $1.25M - $t.30M 

(370/165 or 7600) used 1/5 time. 

Details of what these systems include are available from Al Brenner. To summarize, 

each system was made adequate in peripherals and core to operate within the limits of 

the capabilities of its configuration without being lavish. Options 2, 3, and 4 are 

approximately equivalent in computing power. Option 1 would have to be supplemented 

by additional computing capabilities on-site. It would not provide sufficient informa

tion in most experiments to properly diagnose the status of the experiment during the 

run. 

Some comments should be made on these prices. They are present list prices 

without discount. The computer market is changing rapidly so that a year from now 

when the money must be committed there may be significant changes. It is impossible 

to define exactly equivalent systems so that from a financial standpoint there is no 

significant difference between 2, 3, and 4. An analysis based on equipment of another 

company could rever se the order of these costs. 

Conclusions 

The group unanimously agreed that option 4 was not desirable for the following 

reasons: 

1. If the main cornpute r goes down, the entire experimental program in Area 2 

would be seriously impaired or shut down. (This problem also exists for option 2 in 

its pure form. ) 

2. Option 4 would be the most difficult in which to integrate a computer from an 

outside !:roup from the standpoint of both hardware and software. 
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3. In spite of the inherent capabilities of the large computer, it was felt that it 

'would be the least flexible sy storn to expand with the m i n irn um expense and interruption 

of service. 

4. It could not be OP(TLltiona~ until a couple of ycars after the accelerator was 

runn inq because of fiscal as well as technical pr-oblern s , The long-range desirability 

of this mode of operation will depend on c conoru i c factors difficult to assess at th i s 

t imc . 

In reviewing the first three options, it was felt that it would be too rigid to choose 

any of the three options unmodified. The feeling was that option 3 offered (he maxi

mum flexibility in that individual experimental groups would be least likely to get in 

each other's hair and was most easily expanded. It also offers t11C easiest p r og r-arn m i ng 

situation of the four options since a maximum fraction of the programs can be in Fortran, 

and there is virtually no systems pro[;ramming r-oqu i t-o d. A c ornb i nat ion of options 2 

and 3 scorns mo st likely to develop with pe rhap s a few stand-alone small computers 

Ir-o m some m ach ine soutside groups. It will also be desirable for small of outside 

groups to be hooked to Iarge r machines purchased by '\AL. The configuration would 

depend on (he nccd s of the first approved experiments and undoubtedly on budget con

tingencies. 

We recommend that approximately $1.6 IV! be allocated to on-line computer 

equipment and that th i s equipment be on-site and available for software checkout 6 

months bofo ro experiments arc scheduled to start. Additions will have to be made to 

this basic configuration 3S mo r-e beams are brought on. A reasonable a ttern pt should 

be made to standardize on one or two computer types although as the technology ad

vunc c s , one m us t obviously be flexible in this regard. 
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